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TANPORD UNIVERSITY O
STANFORD, CAL1FORN1A 94305-2171

DEPhRThIENTOF GEOPHYSICS
School oI I

,September 6, 1989

~ ~

Dr. Chester P. Siess
$110 Civil Engineering Bldg.
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801

Dear Chet:

Ben Page and I represent'ed the ACRS at the meeting on seismic
source characterization for the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant held
in Rockville, 11aryland, on August 8, 9, and 10. 'The object of the
meeting vias to discuss earthquake magnitudes, the resulting ground
motion, and the risk analysis from both deterministic and probaba-listic viewpoints. Discussions viere thorough and constructive onall sides (Pahl", NRC, USGS consultants, etc.). Agreement seemed
to converge on most major issues but there vias incomplete agree-
ment on the potential for earthquakes on two small faults.

Clearly the Hosgri fault dominates the hazard, and the moment-
magnitude Hvi (nearly equivalent to Ms in this range) chosen for the
Hosgri is 7 '. The previous FIosgri magnitude, an unspecified M of
7.5 was based on an 11s of 7.$ for the 1927 earthquake, now down-
graded to 7.0 and not on the IIosgri. A thorough discussion of the
M assigned vias based upon slip rate, probable maximum rupture
length (70km), and maximum offset per event. Evidence continues
to accumulate that the FIosgri is primarily a near-vertical strike-
slip fault but that thrust splays and folds are (not surprisingly)
associated viith it. Careful examination of reflection seismic
data that led Crouch to the "major thrust" hypothesis clarified
reasons for this opinion, based partly on distortions due to vari-
able rock velocities.

Three smaller faults mapped on land. are judged to be capable;
they trend northwestward toward possible submarine intersections
with the 11osgri ~ Of the three, the Los Osos fault is assigned a
potential Mw of 6 '-7.2. lith a 60o dip the fault plane is 8 km
from the plant site, The magnitude would have to be 7.5 to rival
the Hosgri. The San Luis Bay and Olson faults constitute part of
the southwest boundary of, the block on which the plant rests.
They offset marine terraces (The San Luis Bay fault at a rate of
~ 02 mm/year) but have no detectable Holocene (last 10,000 years)slip. A worst-case scenario would have one of these faults con-
ceivably extending toward the IIosgri and passing within $ km of
the plant. Such a projection canlt be ruled out because of thedifficulty of obtaining seismic reflection data in the surf zone,

This situation generated considerable discussion about near-field effects, etc. I conclude by pointing out that the Olson
and San Luis Bay are small faults that have already been studied
fairly exhaustively. In my opinion they pose little hazard com-
pared to the Hosgri ~I regret not being able to stay for the wrap-up caucus of the
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i~I<BC staff and consul nts, but I believe Ben wil report on that.
Cor ally,

'orge A. Thompson
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